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Trim Method Notes
- If trim is planned it’s usually best to avoid running the control joints through them.
- Evaluate floor line conditions and place either a control or expansion joint.
- If large foam trims are used, plan on adding an expansion joint in the trim if the control joint continues behind it.
- Use Striplath reinforcement at corners.
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**Classic Method Notes**
- The classic method uses the window and door openings as part of the control joint process.
- Evaluate floor line conditions and place either a control or expansion joint if needed, otherwise follow the general guidelines.
- Generally foam trims aren’t used with this aesthetic condition.
- Do not use butterfly lath reinforcement at corners.

**CFD-03**
**Control Joint Study (Classic Method)**
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Inside and Outside Corners
Install corner lath at inside corners and corner bead at outside corners over lath. Attach through lath into framing at 6 inches (152 mm) on center with appropriate fasteners.

Diagonal Reinforcement
Apply Striplath, minimum 4” x 12” (102 mm x 305 mm), in type and weights of selected lath at casing bead corners.
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Ultimately the design and detailing of an entire wall system is the responsibility of a professional. These details will

**Cemplaster Fiberstucco**
- **CFS02** – Direct, 3/8” or 1/2” thick,

**Leveling Base Coats (LBC)**
- **LBC00** (none, shown)
- **LBC01**
- **LBC02**

**Primers (PRIME)**
- **PRIME00** (none, shown)
- **PRIME01**

**Finishes & Additives (FIN, FA)**
- **FIN01** (minimum, shown)
- **FIN02** – Elastomeric Plus
  - **FA01 Excel Option**
  - **FA02 Silicone Option**

**Bonding Agent**
- **BA57**

**Stucco Additives (SA)**
- **SA00** (none, shown)
- **SA01** – Stucco Ad-Liquid
- **SA02** – Stucco Ad-Liquid
- **SA03** – Stucco Ad-Liquid

Unpainted Masonry or Concrete. Specify Masonry joints struck flush.

**Notes:**
Control joints are required and should be located by the designer in the Cemplaster Fiberstucco at the following locations on the construction documents:
- At masonry control joints
- In accordance with masonry guidelines
- Provide additional control joints where special conditions exist.

**CFD-23**
**Typical Cross Section**
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**Pan Flashing (shown) if required by design or window manufacturer. Extend 2” min. over stucco, seal lower edge and sides.**

If not required use sealant sized for anticipated movement, 3/8” (9.5 mm) min.

**CFD-29**

**Storefront Window Sill**
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